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Original Super 6 Post
https://bit.ly/PowerBISuperSix

My LinkedIn Shield statistics for the past year - Super Six post outlier

Motivation for post:

https://bit.ly/PowerBISuperSix


How to Become a Data Scientist 2023
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/how-become-data-scientist-2023-alexis-veras/

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/how-become-data-scientist-2023-alexis-veras/


Source: Carlos Barboza

Question: Is there a better way to learn Power BI?



What areas of study have had the highest ROI for me?

How has learning changed Power BI changed since I posted this 11 months ago? - role of
AI and uncertain place new Visual Calculations will play in future Power BI ecosystem

SUPER 6 LEARNING AREAS

🔸Learn to Build a Star Schema Data Model
Everything in Power BI is optimized for star schema.  If you build your analysis and

reporting on the foundation of a solid data model, everything else will fall into place
smoothly. Build on a broken data model and you're pretty much sunk right out of the

starting gate...

🔹 Star Schema - The Power BI Ideal - In Just One Slide

bit.ly/starschemapost

🔹 Understand Star Schema and the Importance for Power
BI (Microsoft)

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/guidance/star-schema

🆕 My Recommended Data Modeling Resources

https://bit.ly/Datamodeling

http://bit.ly/starschemapost
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/guidance/star-schema
https://bit.ly/Datamodeling


🆕 ChatGPT4 ADA is an Expert Data Modeling Advisor

https://bit.ly/ExpertDataModelingAdvisor

🔸Learn and Apply Roche's Maxim
By pushing your data transformations up to the proper level, you will dramatically simplify
every aspect of your report development, your reports will run faster, be easier to

maintain, and be more transparent.

🔹 Roche's Maxim of Data Transformation

https://ssbipolar.com/2021/05/31/roches-maxim/

https://bit.ly/ExpertDataModelingAdvisor
https://ssbipolar.com/2021/05/31/roches-maxim/


🆕 Where Do You Add That New Column in any Analytics
Tool? (Guy in a Cube)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OAlys79j81Q

🆕 Power Query M vs SQL: A Balanced Perspective (Rick de
Groot)

https://gorilla.bi/power-query/power-query-vs-sql/

🔸Master Basic Power Query Transformations
#PowerQuery  is a phenomenal tool for cleaning and shaping your data, striking a fantastic

balance between power and usability. Gil Raviv, one of the top authorities on PQ,
estimates that nearly 2/3 of data challenges can be solved using just the PQ UI and some

lightweight formula editing.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OAlys79j81Q
https://gorilla.bi/power-query/power-query-vs-sql/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ACoAAAAg_moB_JBUSnVvizx5KeXgkG45k7YoGL8


Source: Gil Raviv: Collect, Combine and Transform Your Data with Power Query

🆕 # What is Power Query: A Beginner’s Guide 2024 (Rick de
Groot)

https://gorilla.bi/power-query/beginners-guide/

🆕 PQ How (Rick de Groot)
https://powerquery.how/

🆕 PQ Today's Menu (Melissa De Korte)

https://bit.ly/PQTodaysMenu

🆕 Regular Power Query/M Challenges (Ascending Order of
Difficulty)

🔹Oz du Soleil - https://bit.ly/OzDuSoleilPQ

🔹Crispo Mwangi - https://bit.ly/CrispoMwangiPQ

https://gorilla.bi/power-query/beginners-guide/
https://powerquery.how/
https://bit.ly/PQTodaysMenu
https://bit.ly/OzDuSoleilPQ
https://bit.ly/CrispoMwangiPQ


🔹Owen Price - https://bit.ly/OwenPricePQ

🔹Excel BI (Vijay Verma) - https://bit.ly/ExcelBIChallengePQ

🔸Learn the DAX Functions that Matter Most
There are over 350  #DAX  functions, but I strongly believe the Pareto principle holds here,

and that you can garner well more than 80 percent of the benefits of DAX by
concentrating on less than 20% of the functions. Focus your attention on table functions,

iterator ("X") functions, and use of variables.

Pareto DAX Power BI Report - Brian Julius and Gustaw Dudek
https://bit.ly/ParetoDAXReport

🆕 The Pareto Approach to DAX - My Top 20 Percent of
DAX Functions

https://bit.ly/ParetoDAX

https://bit.ly/OwenPricePQ
https://bit.ly/ExcelBIChallengePQ
https://bit.ly/ParetoDAXReport
https://bit.ly/ParetoDAX


🆕 Evidence for the DAX No CALCULATE Approach and the
Value of Open-mindedness

https://bit.ly/EvidenceForDAXNoCalculate

🆕 The One DAX Pattern to Rule Them All (Greg Deckler)
and DAX for Humans###

https://bit.ly/DAXRuleThemAll

https://www.youtube.com/@daxforhumans

🆕 My Recommended DAX Books for Users at All Levels

https://bit.ly/daxbooks

https://bit.ly/EvidenceForDAXNoCalculate
https://bit.ly/DAXRuleThemAll
https://www.youtube.com/@daxforhumans
https://bit.ly/daxbooks


🆕 Using Visual Calculations (Preview) (Microsoft)

https://bit.ly/MSVisualCalculations

🔸Learn the Offsets Approach to Time
Intelligence
Time Intelligence calculations are some of the most common and important in Power

BI. But I believe 99% of Power BI users take the hardest possible road here. There are over
three dozen DAX time intelligence functions, which IMO are opaque, duplicative,

confusing, and don't work with weeks, fiscal periods, or any other non-standard
calendars. The Offset approach solves all these problems in an extremely intuitive way,

using the DAX functions you already know from #4 above.

🔹Offset Magic: Making Time Intelligence Functions
Disappear

https://lnkd.in/ee9ZT3Vi

🆕 Stop Using Janky Black Box DAX Functions

https://bit.ly/DontUseJankyDAX

https://bit.ly/MSVisualCalculations
https://lnkd.in/ee9ZT3Vi
https://bit.ly/DontUseJankyDAX


🆕 Optimizing Time Intelligence in DirectQuery
(SQLBI)
https://www.sqlbi.com/articles/optimizing-time-intelligence-in-directquery/

🆕 Example of How Simple Offsets Make DAX Time
Intelligence Calculations

https://bit.ly/OffsetsSoSimple

🔸Learn and Apply the #IBCS  Framework for
Data Visualization
I see a lot of reports every day that go off the rails in the final data visualization stage

through bad choice of colors, poor selection and application of chart types, poor layout,
insufficient labeling, and a host of other pitfalls. The International Business

Communications Standards (IBCS) provide a proven, tested framework for avoiding all of
these traps, increasing comprehension of your reports, and making them relevant and

actionable to your users.

https://www.sqlbi.com/articles/optimizing-time-intelligence-in-directquery/
https://bit.ly/OffsetsSoSimple


🔹Increase User Comprehension and Streamline
Development of Your Reports with IBCS

https://bit.ly/IBCSpost

🆕 Download Current IBCS Standards 1.2 (Free)###

https://www.ibcs.com/ibcs-standards-1-2/

🆕 More Than Just a Standard: How IBCS Facilitates the
Perception of Business Data - Management Summary
(Blueforte)

https://bit.ly/BlueforteIBCS

https://bit.ly/IBCSpost
https://www.ibcs.com/ibcs-standards-1-2/
https://bit.ly/BlueforteIBCS


Focus your energies on these "Super Six", and see how much simpler Power BI can be...

Best of luck with your journey.



Brian


